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First Reading

TOUCHING SILVER 2022

Susan Page

Winter solstice comes again, as it always does,
virus, pandemic, or not. The moon and sun keep 
dancing with us, counting time in circles as they do,
while we mortals count our time in lines, straight or not.

Once young, now old, we touch silver in the mirror, 
then in the other’s golden hair, transformed to silver. 
Surprised to see it there; now welcomed as the seasons change.  
Reverse alchemy of time changes gold to grey while we live on. 

Winter solstice here, night farthest from the golden sun.
We know the second most valuable mineral is far from valueless.  
Another year behind us, we touch a silver new year ahead.
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Third Reading

TWICE

Janet Ruth

And so it was, the moon rose twice that night.
In longest darkness something struck a match,
twice filled that velvet waiting with a brightness.
The first, a coin that bathed Sandía’s heights
in gold across the valley, made me catch
my breath. It was the moon rose twice that night.
As I drove east across the river, quite
unprepared for wonder, it cleared a patch
of clouds, quelled velvet waiting with its brightness.
I neared the mountains—like a magic sleight-
of-hand, the moon was gone, the light dispatched.
And yet, it was the moon rose twice that night.
As winding road climbed high, a silver-white
and brilliant orb, from mountain peaks detached,
again filled velvet waiting with its brightness.
Solstice—both dark and light as one ignited—
reminds us death and life are not mis-matched.
For this it was, the moon rose twice that night
and filled the velvet waiting with its brightness.

Second Reading

WINTER SOLSTICE 

Tina Carlson

After Solar Music, by Remedios Varos

In the dark maw, we cluster. To breathe clouds 
is a song, golden. We are alive and dying as fall fades 
and light returns with strings to strum. Do you hear 
the ground listening? Bushes blush with sun and frost.
The dead are reborn in tree stumps and moss. 
Madness turns to sap. I startle at night to find myself 
keening. In this silvery season, we are stripped 
of bark and artifice. Cold holds us in her clutches. 
Clawed and alone, we rock in the ship of our skin.
In this seasonal surrender, a dying dog licks my hand. 
Ancient handprints burnish black stone. Ground cover:
ash, skeletons of pine. A raven preens her bright wings,
a crowd of crows chatter. Wearing cloaks of leaves 
and dirt, we hold a bow to the luminous, begin.
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Fifth Reading

SILENT SILVER WINGS: ANGEL FIRE

Bill Nevins

We may hear only the hush of silver wings:
These wraiths who sweep around us.
Glimpsed in a side-glance.
Never a word spoken. Never a sword unsheathed.
Though their gentle voices be strong
And their warrior hearts so brave.
Knowing that we would not remember
If they spoke,
Would not remember one soft word,
Nor recall one fiery blow.
So, we greet them only with heart-beats,
As is the humble way of our kind.
As is the way of this unknowing mind.

Fourth Reading

3 HAIKU

Caroline LeBlanc

Forming fine turquoise
Blossoms and birds on silver—
Bitter winter arts
 
Blocked by the mountain,
The rising sun still beams
Winter’s silver light
 
So much life between
Worlds we see and cannot see
Silver sage shivers
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Seventh Reading

SOLSTICE DREAM

Stanley Crawford

On the longest night I dream of owls,
silver owls hunting for the way ahead

over the mountains, through the Bosque trails
shrouded in black unbroken night.

Ancient sources tell us silver owls
in dreams are signs that some divinity

is guiding us through the dark silences.
So to our heavenly guide I send these prayers:

Let heavy traffic open up before us as cleanly
as the center part in Kim Kardashian’s hair.

Let our ozone alerts be brief, and may we find
a few purple plums before the birds and ants do.

Let our children address us with all the honesty
we can stand.

May our memories fragment into ever more
beautiful patterns as we reach nightfall.

Let us find all our followers on social media,
and not lurking behind us at dusk 
on the streets where we live.

May we all lead normally happy lives, and not die
from being eaten by crocodiles, crushed by falling
pianos, or gunned down by some stranger with an AR-15.

But if all these requests are too much, too brazen,
then I simply ask, more modestly,
may there always be one last cookie in the jar,
and let it not be oatmeal raisin.

 

Sixth Reading

TOUCHING SILVER

Debbie McCallister

I once fell to my knees in a forest,
and bent low to drink from a moonlit stream.
The long hair of my youth drifted into the shining ripples,
and the gracious moon let a little of her silver glide into my hair.

The silver settled there, took hold and grew. For a sad time in my
middle years, I banished it with chemicals.
I was busy then, trying to be everything.

The appeal of that world dimmed. What was once dazzling
dwindled to nothing but crumbs. I honored the moon’s gift,
as I returned to the forest,
craving the touch of silver again.

And there, in the winter of my life, the old myths hold true.
Trees whisper their mysteries.
Wind keens as I grieve.
Rain refreshes my wilted senses,
and I bloom to celebrate the holy world in dance, in song, in 
paint, in poem, bathed in silver, grounded in love.
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Ninth Reading

TOUCH SILVER 

Leslie Fox 
    For Sue

Twilight brushes rustling leaves, painting them silver, a never 
never land
Tree trunks glimmer as night falls, earlier each day 
And still, I don’t think of winter
The silver in my hair…I see more today than yesterday
You take my hand and we soar…my Peter, your Wendy, on
Silvery moonbeams through dreamy clouds, we touch silver
 
A pale grassland, artfully flooded and fringed with cattails 
Hand in hand we walk like teenagers as shadows grow long 
The bugling of Sandhill cranes strikes an ancient chord 
We search the skies for the silvery wings that flicker and fade 
Turning as one, they circle this wildlife habitat on their way 
to winter
In parties of two, or three, they awkwardly touch down

I touch the silver on your brow, your cheek finds my hand
Winter is here and we curl in warmth like kittens
Spirit clouds dance on a beam of morning light 
Mountains sugared with snow
We watch in silence, breathing softly, as around us
This shortest day awakens, touching silver

Eighth Reading

MOTHER LODE

Shirley Blackwell

An old, married couple sits calmly, hand in hand,
as for many decades they have done
to mark equinox and solstice, footprints in the lunar sand,
other milestones on our journey ‘round the sun.
Two lifetimes devoted to the care of Mother Earth
now poised at the gateway of light’s fading and rebirth.

As children, they had plucked star hyacinths,
entranced by the shape of those bright flowers;
collected insects, rocks, and crawlies big or small. Bent
heads nearly touching, they spent endless, lazy hours
searching Nature’s secrets, agreed to play their part.
They swore on pinkie fingers, crossed their hearts.

Later, as young lovers, they sat on a summer beach, 
and whispered of the life they would pursue: 
to protect our planet was a mission dear to each,
so, partnered in that purpose, their love grew.
They chose a ruby sea star as token of that day,
for regrowth/ocean/heaven cradled in its spiny rays.

To feed starving people, they braved conflict in Sudan,
worked to rescue forests, restore wells.
Furnace sun so hot it seemed to melt the sand
gave her golden hair a sheen, and lit his copper curls.
In cool evening hours, they saw desert skies turn black
then burst with meteor showers—signs, they took, to act.

Now, the star-blessed lovers sit in flickering firelight
to await a final solstice or just mark another year.
They speak of next adventures hidden out of human sight
and chuckle softly at the memories they’ve shared. 
Flames glow, touching silver streaks that glimmer in his beard,
caressing unbound strands that flow through her silvery hair.
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or the fracture,
the mountain or the scar?
Make a ritual of darkness: light the solstice candle
with a match struck
in the hour before dawn. 

Tenth Reading

TO TOUCH THE FLEETING LIGHT

Katherine DiBella Seluja

It is the eve of winter solstice and I twist 
the silver back of my grandmother’s 
turquoise earrings against my ears. 
Jewelry her grandmother gifted her
on the day she sailed from home. Small flowers
of blue stone. My mother gave them to me
saying, you may not want these but—
Dark days.
Bottom of the wheel.
Days I never had much trouble
with during a childhood in the east
where winter is long and spring hesitant 
to appear. January morning
my infant son in my arms, I woke to see
only the metal handle of trash can lid 
peeking above the snow line. Thirty-six inches overnight
and then four weeks later that wily winter
did it again. Unable to push the back door open.
And now I find it hard to open in the short days
despite the blessing of abundant light
here in this high desert. 
Dry trail in winter, bare ski runs 
Imprint the mountain
looking something like
the scars on my chest. 
How to welcome the dark.
This negotiation of seasons.
How much of the body or
the earth will be sacrificed.
As I approach my altar of nostalgia 
where to place my faith, in the vessel 
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Twelfth Reading

AFTER SILVER

Kate Nelson

Tupac and Keats flamed out
briefly, barely touching silver
dead at 25
the gangsta rapper sketchy shady 
seeing the bullets 
meant for him
thought—what?
and was gone
the “vulgar cockney poet” lungs wrecked
jonesed opium
begged for mercy
and was gone
all their words yet to come shattered
on a doomed ship’s deck
and were gone

maybe silver seemed enough
old enough
cool enough
said enough
done enough

nothing is enough. 
time wants more
the earth aches for more
more help
more work
more rest
more words 
elusive as ever
more fragile than ever

Eleventh Reading

THE GLINT OF METAL DEBRIS AND FOOTPRINTS 

Frank Falcone

Our earth is at maximum tilt.
Let’s give the earth and its maximum tilt the sound of applause

and let’s not forget the moon. 
It feeds humankind the pleasure of dreams and romance
through an umbilical cord of silver light.
Let’s give the moon and its silver light the sound of applause.

Galileo pressed his eye 
against the eyepiece of a telescope,
constructed with paper, wood, and copper,
to discover the actual aura of the moon 
—motionless, with the pierce of shadows 
thrown from the jagged walls of craters.
The surface is not a true geometric plane
but still reflects the vague facial features of a man.
Let’s give Galileo and his telescope the sound of applause.

Today, the moon’s surface is scattered
with landing units and moon buggies,
golf balls hit with a 6-iron, 
family photos next to bags of urine, 
the glint of metal debris and footprints.
Let’s give the moon, 
and its silver light of dreams and romance,
a moment of silence. 
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Thirteenth Reading

TOUCHING WINTER

Kathamann

The god of forests and fields,
Silvanus and the Earth Mother Gaia
combine their magic to shed
on global hemispheres 
another solstice 
so people can celebrate
the return of light
on a hungry and desperate planet.

These deities mourn the loss of Bolivia’s
Potosi Mountain. A silver place scraped
level with the ground so it doesn’t 
look like it was ever there.  

To touch the ore is to invoke
the slaves who dug and died
for silver.
Somehow 
we learned that touching silver 
is not gold.

what do dead poets leave unsaid
what would they speak today

…You drift to another land…
…They think warm days will never cease…
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The healing begins. 

And in the longest dark, 
the longest nights of winter,
a silver plough spinning in the night sky,
circling the great north star. 
There is not much promise 
in the great black emptiness of space, 
so I take that new moon 
and I take that silver plough 
and I take the light and warmth of the Yule fire 
as signs of great comfort. 
And my hope is renewed. 

Fourteenth Reading

YULETIDE ELEGY

Bram

Earth freezes in the longest dark. 
A silver slipper of a new moon
dances across the longest night. 
I lay the great log in the fireplace. 
Coddled like a colicky child 
and placed with care behind the grate,
tucked in with pine kindling and
crumpled newsprint. 
The chill of the house makes me shiver,
and I light the fire.

The Yule log taken from the land. 
The scarred land— 
Land roasted from years of drought. 
Land where the rivers run dry. 
And land set aflame by well-meaning caretakers.
The land now so dry and 
now so fire-hardened 
that it resists water, if only for a little while.
The very earth itself flinches 
from even the gentlest caress of showers, 
Showers rained down by prodigal clouds. 

In the frozen clime of the high desert,
those prodigal clouds weep for the pain of the land,
their tears falling 
and freezing into delicate silvery crystals, 
patterns that blanket the fired scars 
of mountain and vale.
A cool salve on the land. 
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     With voices soft as silver sage, they beckon us:
            “Awaken to the light that you are, perfect beings,  
   in this perfect time-place.
              Rock your soul in the bosom of quiet remembrance of us,  
    before and behind you
                   through generations of light and dark in stories, songs, 
    dreams.
              Salve your soul with healing songs: 
                   forgive our errors, forgive yourselves, forgive each other.
              Lullaby your bodies in a coverlet of love and compassion,
                  for yourselves, all flora, fauna and humans. 
             Open new passageways to unity and harmony.
             We, your ancestors, caress you and beseech you: be at peace.

             Treasure your journey on Mother Earth,
                gracing your footprints with the interweaving of your life 
    with hers.”

    Listen to our Earth Mother as she speaks:
                  “Walk in beauty, integrity, and respect: I am burning.
                    Plant seeds wisely: I am dry and parched.
                    Reduce waste and carbon emissions: I am poisoned.
                    Pray:  honor me in ceremony.
                    Celebrate me in laughter, song and dance. 
                    Touch my loyalty to you, 
                         as I weave the warp and weft of my greens and blues
                         and sing with you this December solstice night.”

  Once and now again, I hear the silvering song of Silver Dawn,
            along a light-way of silver molecules,
            protecting and keeping the Ceremonial Space,
            howling softly, nearly invisibly :
                   “It is the winter solstice time, the touching silver time.
                    It is time to touch the silver of your soul.” 

Fifteenth Reading

THE TOUCHING SILVER TIME:
Wise Words from Silver Dawn, Ancestors, Mother Earth

Mirakhel Windsong

 Listen! Shhhh…Listen!  Hushhhh your breathing,  
still your outer voices! Listen within. 

Once upon a winter solstice, 
     while silent lay the black of night upon a forest floor,
     atop a mountain, beside a mirroring stream,
     black bears, ground squirrels, bobcats dreamed in their dens,  
  near fallen logs, 
     upon beds of decaying, frosty leaves,
     beneath maple and oak sentries, 
     buried beside a pinon pine
     lay the settling muscles, sinews, and bones of Silver Dawn:
          —a wolf-husky with silver-streaked fur: a loyal canine friend,
          now decomposing within earth’s sweet embrace.

     As Protector-Keeper of Ceremonial Space,
     his spirit whispers in soft, silver-tinged tones,
     which echo through a thinning, tenuous cord: 
          “Listen! Awaken! 
           It is time to touch silver—
           in this time of half-dark, half-light,
           of shortest day, longest night—of sol sistere— 
   sun standing still.” 
      His voice swirls among the tree branches:
           “Now, is the time to touch the silver 
             of overhead glittering star families,
             to touch the soft, lustrous shiny silver of our souls.
             Can you feel the quiet quilt of these sacred moments?
             Can you sense the silver threads in this winter solstice  pause?
             Can you stand still, and hear the voices of your ancestors  
   in the music of the spheres,
                  connecting with you across eons of space and time?”
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But it’s the first day of our planet’s true calendar—
the eternal circle of the seasons that sustains us,
signifying one more cycle as this fragile ship
tilts and turns us back toward the sun.
Even though nothing seems to happen,
it’s the silent trumpet of the unstoppable return of life!

Sixteenth Reading

COMING BACK — A SOLSTICE POEM

Brett Nelson

The sun makes the turn today
to start its journey back 
toward our northern half of the planet.
Days begin to slowly lengthen, 
and it lifts my spirit to note this shift one more time, 
pleased with the knowledge of it and with the day.

Ole, Senor Sun! Gracias.
I know you’re on your way back to us once more
to bring another round of seasons, 
the explosion of spring that will ripen 
into summer’s warmth and autumn’s harvest.
Even with a long winter ahead, 
there’s a quiet hosanna in me at this beginning.
It’s become the day of the year I welcome most.
Whose faithfulness is so boundless?

I acknowledge the birth of a new year’s life 
on a day we no longer celebrate, but I like this day. 
I thank the universe and smile 
for its reassuring inevitability.
This was a holy time to cultures down through history 
and no doubt before history,
worthy of their thanks and their remembrance.
Solstice has carried her 
good news from Earth’s beginning. 

It’s just a number on my calendar this year,
which doesn’t even have the word “Solstice,”
although it does say “Winter begins.”
promising long months of cold,
omitting the honorific title and not at all celebratory.
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In the obsidian chill of a seemingly endless night,
we must remember that even though we too
may feel black and bare
or frosted over in despair
and far removed from the days of Green and Gold,
even though we might feel abandoned
or lost or cold or simply silent 
in the stillness of it all,
that even though we tilt away from it,
we are closer to the sun than at any other time.

In the fleeting daylight, the sky is a blank page
that beckons. 
What new story will we write upon it?

Seventeenth Reading

TOUCHING SILVER

by Laurie Bower

Black bare branches.
Slender silhouettes in the twilight
of a hastening sunset.
Winter Solstice brings solace, 
the comfort of knowing 
nights will become shorter and light will soften 
and lengthen the bookends of our days.

We have known it all
through the endless turning of years,
relishing the Green of lime-fresh newness,
forever fields of flowers and fern,
the softness of Mother
and grass tickled toes.

Then tilting toward the sun
we clung to Gold
in all its blinding brilliance
of sand and sunstruck hearts
of coin in pocket
and the turning of leaves

Today, along with cold, silent stones, fallen leaves,
and icy rivers edge,
as we stroke the hair of the old slumbering she-bear
in her cave of dreams,
we are touching Silver.
Electric, malleable, reflective
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Caroline LeBlanc is a registered nurse, Jungian psychotherapist, Army 
veteran and family member, poet and artist whose poems and essays have 
been published in the US and abroad. She is a member of ABQHaiku and 
a founding member of the Apronistas Women’s Art Collective. She wishes 
to thank Marion Woodman and Molly Peacock, beloved teachers who 
helped shape her life and work.

Debbie McCallister grew up writing poetry in Albuquerque. She took 
her notebooks and pens to San Diego, where she was a mother and a 
teacher, as well as a writer of poetry and fiction, for thirty years. Debbie 
returned to the Land of Enchantment to grow old and, of course, to keep 
writing.

Brett Nelson grew up in the Midwest but has lovingly called New Mexico 
and Albuquerque home since 1978. He has been writing poetry for over 
30 years and has published two books of poetry titled In Another Skin and 
Just to See What’s There. He has spent the last 27 years hiking, backpacking, 
and photographing in New Mexico and on the Colorado Plateau and in 
2022 published a photography book titled Wild in the Southwest — A 
Photographic Odyssey in Canyon Country.

Kate Nelson is a journalist, gardener, and hiker who sometimes wishes 
she were instead an archaeologist, geologist, and chef.

Bill Nevins, age 75, lives (with Jeannie Allen) in the Angel Fire/Black 
Lake area and in Albuquerque. Bill grew up in the NYC area, traveled 
widely, and settled in New Mexico in 1996. Bill is a grandparent, a 
retired UNM teacher, a freelance journalist, a book and music reviewer. 
He has poetry in many journals and in two published books, Heartbreak 
Ridge and AWE. The feature film Committing Poetry in Times of War focuses 
on some of his teaching experiences in New Mexico. He is a member of 
Friends of Candelaria Nature Preserve and of the Taos Society of the Muse 
of the Southwest and organizer of Vozclara Poetry Project.  bill_nevins@
yahoo.com

Susan E. Page is an Albuquerque poet who has been writing since she was 
a child. After a forty-plus-year career as a lawyer, mostly as a prosecutor, 
she is withdrawing from the practice of law to write, create art and teach 
both subjects to others. She writes with the Off Center Community Arts 
Center Monday Writing Group and helped edit their first pandemic zine, 
the QuaranZine.  

POETS

Shirley Balance Blackwell is a former president, current chancellor, 
and life member of the New Mexico State Poetry Society. She helped 
establish the position of NM State Poet Laureate and is now working on a 
project that blends poetry, art, adventure, and play to enrich the pre-
scribed curricula in NM elementary schools. She and her husband of 56 
years, Louis, live just outside the Los Lunas village limits, where she grows 
organic herbs and veggies. 

Laurie Bower enjoys creating work that expands the mind and moves 
the spirit. In addition to live performances, her print and audio poetry has 
been published in both print and audio form in a variety of Southwest and 
international anthologies and journals. She works as an audiobook narrator 
and teaches Improv, Creative Writing and Yoga.  www.LaurieBower.net

Bram moved to Albuquerque, New Mexico, in 2021 after he retired from 
teaching. In his former profession, he wrote about comic books and taught 
linguistic theory and analysis. In Albuquerque, he has come to love both 
the east and west sides of the Sandia Mountains. When not at his day job, 
he frequents hiking trails and open mic poetry readings whenever possible. 

Tina Carlson is the author of Ground, Wind, This Body (UNM Press, 
2017) and, in collaboration with two other NM poets, co-author of We 
Are Meant To Carry Water (3: A Taos Press, 2019). Her third collection, A 
Guide To Tongue Tie Surgery is forthcoming in fall 2023 from UNM Press.  

Stan Crawford is an attorney and poet living in Albuquerque. His 
poems have been published in Borderlands: Texas Poetry Review, The Comstock 
Review, The Midwest Quarterly, Poet Lore, Water-Stone Review, and elsewhere. 
His collection Resisting Gravity was a Finalist for the First Book of Poetry 
Award given by the Texas Institute of Letters in 2017. 

Frank Falcone is retired from sales and technical support in the packag-
ing industry and lives in Santa Fe with his wife, Marcia. He moved to 
New Mexico in 2017 from York, Pennsylvania.

Leslie Fox spends most of her days playing Librarian for the public 
library. She’s published a few short stories and poems but found she enjoys 
writing much more than trying to publish. She lives in Albuquerque, NM.

Kathamann is a returned Peace Corps Volunteer/Afghanistan and a retired 
registered nurse. She has been active in the Santa Fe arts community for 30 
years exhibiting in juried, group and solo exhibits. (kathamann.com)  Her 
poems have occasionally been published in local and regional anthologies.  
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 About the event

Since 1998 the Winter Solstice readings 
have been a regular offering of  

the Earth Care Fellowship  
at Las Placitas Presbyterian Church  
as part of the Earth Vespers series. 

This year, 2022, our theme is  
“Touching Silver,” 

as we celebrate our 25th anniversary. 
We welcome back the slowly stretching days 

at the Winter Solstice Candlelight Poetry Reading.

Seventeen poets from the Southwest read poems  
by the light of a single burning candle. 

Between readings, a short interlude of silence  
provides a moment of contemplation  

at the close of another year.

LVm

Janet Ruth is a NM ornithologist whose writing focuses on connections 
to the natural world. She has recent poems in Tiny Seed Literary Journal, 
Wood Cat Review, Scarlet Dragonfly Journal, Ekphrastic Review, and an-
thologies including Where Flowers Bloom (The Red Penguin Collection, 
2022), and Moving Images: poetry inspired by film (Before Your Quiet 
Eyes Publication, 2021). Her first book, Feathered Dreams: celebrating 
birds in poems, stories & images was a Finalist for the 2018 NM/AZ Book 
Awards.   https://redstartsandravens.com/janets-poetry/

Katherine DiBella Seluja is a poet and a nurse practitioner. She is the 
author of Gather the Night, and co-author of We Are Meant to Carry Water. 
Her third book, Point of Entry, is forthcoming from UNM Press in 2023.

Mirakhel Windsong was born in North Dakota to parents of German-
Russian descent and has lived in several states. She moved to Rio Rancho 
three years ago, after retiring as a school guidance counselor. She’s always 
loved words, their ability to express thoughts, to create images, and to 
transform people through storytelling in prose and poetry.
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